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From the Editor

Ordinary Time
Pat Fitzpatrick CSSp

W

e’ve been through the special
Christian seasons — Advent,
Christmas, Lent and Easter.
We’re back to Ordinary Time — the
longest of all the seasons in our church
calendar — thirty-four out of the year’s
total of fifty-two weeks.
What time is it? I look at my watch:
10:45 on this Thursday morning. Where
has the morning gone to? So little accomplished, so much left to do. And I
had intended to have this article ready
by lunchtime. Time must be speeding up,
or maybe it’s just me — slowing down.
There’s that book in the Old Testament — Ecclesiastes — that speaks
about “a time for every purpose under
heaven.” The writer must have been a
very programmed man. I know he was
a man: women didn’t write any of the
books in the bible. They were probably
getting on with the everyday chores
around the house or at the well to have
any time for sitting at a desk writing.
Of course, the writer might have been a
man who dictated his text to a woman
scribe. Or is that a too up-to-date
notion?
I look at our Spiritan calendar for
2016. I turn the page and discover that
the first Sunday in June is the 10th
Sunday in Ordinary Time. Yes, there
it is — Ordinary Time. It will take us
through the Sundays of 2016 up to
November 13. Every year the church
calendar offers us 34 weeks of Ordinary
Time: 34 out of 52 weeks.

Little romance or ballyhoo
Ordinary Time has been described as
“filled with work and worry, with coping
and caring, with forgetting and not
having a second to think ahead, without
the high that accompanies our special
seasons. There is little romance to it.”

The writer went on to say, “Some
people live their whole lives in Ordinary
Time. That is why it is comforting to
see it firmly in place in the liturgical
calendar. Jesus himself logged a lot of
Ordinary Time without the visitations
and the ballyhoo. So we can be grateful
for Ordinary Time and go with it.”
There’s a down-to-earth reality in
that description of the day-by-day
sameness in our lives. I recall the
words of Harry Chapin’s song, “All my

Jesus himself logged
a lot of Ordinary Time
without the visitations
and the ballyhoo.
life’s a circle, Sunrise and Sundown …
The years keep rolling round again,
The years keep rollin’ by.”

In circles, but forward
So then, we spend our lives just going
round in circles? No — I think of a
spring coil that gains strength because
it goes round in circles. In circles — yes,
but forward and onward too. Its recoiling motion adds to its strength.
Recoiling, pulling back, moving
round in circles — ordinary time — more
of the same — round and round we go?
Maybe — but then there are New Year
and Lenten resolutions … who knows —
this year might be different?
“There’s a time for some things and
a time for all things; a time for great
things and a time for small things” —
did Cervantes hit the nail on the head?
Life is given to me a day, a week, a
month, a year at a time: more of the

same — yes, but maybe like a long
jumper determined to take a better run
at it this time and make a longer jump?

New beginnings
Several times I’ve re-read Jesuit Fr.
Walter Burghardt’s words: “Sometimes
we want the new beginning without the
old ending. We find it very difficult to
let go. You must let go of where you’ve
been, whether it’s turning 21, 40 or 65,
whether it’s losing your health or your
hair, your looks or your lustiness, your
money or your memory, your love or
a possession you prize. You have to
move on.”
And then by chance I came across
the following advice:
Take Time to think …
it is the source of power
Take Time to play …
it is the secret of unending youth
Take Time to read …
it is the fountain of wisdom
Take Time to pray …
it is the greatest power on earth
We are a people with short memories:
Ordinary Time may well be the occasion
of a never-to-be-forgotten incident: a
first meeting, a sudden accident, a memorable sunset, the day we emigrated, our
new school in a new found land, a new
home and new friends.
Then there is “timeout”. We need a
rest and so we take a break: halftimes
in most sports — two intermissions in a
game of hockey!
The multiple-choice day, the multiplechoice supermarket, the multiple-choice
TV — is there a multiple-choice life?
All of the above? None of the above?
Do we let life lead us through our ordinary time — or do we take charge of our
ordinary lives, in our ordinary time? n
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Reflections

Barney Kelly CSSp

One day when I was driving alone in Alberta in
Western Canada, I was overcome by the beauty
of the land around me. I was in the foothills
of the Rockies but the impression of prairie was still present. When I looked to the
distance I saw the big sky. Then, when I turned the car to the west, I saw the
beginning of the mountains that would soon hide the setting sun.
For some reason my sensitivity to the moment was razor sharp. I was marveling
at the beauty that was round
me. I was lost in wonder at
the colours and shapes, at the
At times we marvel at the complexity of the world and
stretch of the fields and at the
how — somehow — we are a significant part of it. At
play of the light. In that moother times we are overcome by the course of events
ment what I wanted above all
that can gather frightening momentum seemingly
was to share my joy. Because
without any contribution on our part. We experience a
this was impossible, I felt
disturbing helplessness and are tempted to retreat into
very lonely and a little sad —
our own world, a shrunken world where we have some small measure of control.
until I realized that what was
If we can accept that our world interests us primarily because it is ours, we are at a
happening to me was that
threshold of discovery. If we can quieten our self-interest, we can glimpse the importance
God was fleetingly sharing
of other people, then of every person and ultimately of all creation. And we discover our
his joy in creation with me.
own true worth.
“You created my inmost self, knit me together in my mother’s womb.
For so many marvels I thank you; a wonder am I, and all your works are wonders.”
Ps 139:13-14
In the wider world it doesn’t matter if I am constantly under threat or feeling
powerless and insignificant. My contribution may be negligible, but it is irreplaceable.
No one else can make it.

Who me?

What could it
be about if it is
not about me?
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Welcome

ay we realize that, in our interconnected
world, we are linked with all displaced
persons by our common humanity. May we
proclaim our solidarity with our sisters and brothers as
we recognize their human dignity as children of God.
Let us pray.
Jesus, Mary, and Joseph, refugees in Egypt,
remember the men, women and children who
long for home as they weep in exile. In your
mercy, grant them new life. With your grace,
help us to embody your concern and
compassion for them.
We praise you, God of Migrants. You hear
the cries of the poor, you lift up the weak
and give them strength.
We praise you, Bread of Life. You feed the
hungry and satisfy the longing of those in
need.
We praise you, God of Gentleness. You hold
with tenderness the orphan and widow and
give the stranger a land and a home.
We praise you, God of Deliverance. You
bring an end to oppression and suffering and
deliver those in prison to freedom and home.

Message of Pope Francis

Biblical revelation urges us to welcome the stranger;
it tells us that in so doing, we open our doors to God,
and that in the faces of others we see the face of Christ
himself. Many groups are experiencing the wonder and
joy of the feast of encounter, sharing and solidarity.
They have heard the voice of Jesus Christ: “Behold,
I stand at the door and knock” (Rev 3:20).
Yet there continue to be debates about the conditions
and limit set for the reception of migrants. Faced with
these issues, how can the Church fail to be inspired by
the example and words of Jesus Christ?

The answer of the Gospel is MERCY
In the first place, mercy is a gift of God the Father who
is revealed in the Son. Mercy nourishes and strengthens
solidarity towards others. We are our brothers’ and sisters’ keepers, wherever they live. Concern for fostering
good relationships with others and the ability to overcome prejudice and fear are essential ingredients for
promoting the culture of encounter, in which we are not
only prepared to give, but also to receive from others.

“Hospitality grows from both giving and receiving.”
Courtesy: Becoming Neighbours
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Pentecost
Oliver Iwuchukwu CSSp

L

ast Sunday, after the 9.00 a.m. Mass, I heard our organist play a familiar tune:
Go ye afar. I wondered why. Then I remembered that Pentecost was around the
corner and that this hymn, the Spiritan Missionary Hymn, would be sung on
the Feast of Pentecost — a tribute to the Spiritan missionary spirit.
The hymn took my mind back to 1885 when the Irish Spiritans came to my
part of Eastern Nigeria to tell my people about Jesus Christ. They were four
young men in their prime, “deliberately picked,” according to Fr. John P. Jordan
CSSp, “for a hazardous and dangerous enterprise.” They journeyed for two long
months, by sea. Their destination, known to them only by hearsay, was a faraway land: the homeland of a people of a different race, language and culture.
In those days, relative to that part of the world, to go afar meant to be literally
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uprooted from home, from family and
friends, from a familiar zone of comfort
and security — no radio, no telephone,
no mail box, no internet. It was indeed
a hazardous and dangerous enterprise.
This, among other things, is what the
Spiritan missionary hymn tried to capture in three words: Go ye afar. Going
afar demanded a lot of courage — the
courage to try something difficult, different and new with a view to something better. And courage, as we know,
is one of the gifts of the Holy Spirit —
that Divine Spirit who has a way of
breaking down the walls behind which
people shield themselves from the rest
of the world, apparently secure in their
isolation, but prisoners of fear — fear in
the face of real or imagined threats to
life they are used to, and are comfortable with.
Prisoners of fear, indeed. We think
of the disciples huddled together behind
closed doors for fear of the Jews. When

the Holy Spirit descended on them, their
fear gave way to courage. They began
to build bridges of understanding and
fellowship across cultures. This is what
we recall as we celebrate the feast of

The Holy Spirit has a way
of breaking down the
walls behind which people
shield themselves from
the rest of the world
Pentecost: a significant moment in the
project of renewing the face of the earth
to make it a better home for all.
The responsorial psalm which we
sang is a beautiful prayer: Lord, send
forth your spirit and renew the face of
the earth. God’s answer to this prayer
is to use us to bring about this renewal.

Such was the use he made of the four
Irish Spiritans who left their home in
1885 for West Africa. They began a
project that has transformed the face of
that part of the world. Such is also the
use God is making of us today. In the
spirit of Pentecost, we are challenged to
break down the different walls we have
built around ourselves — obstacles that
prevent us from extending a hand of
fellowship to the stranger: people of a
different race, language or way of life.
Foremost among these obstacles are
fear and prejudice. These can keep us
isolated and far away from each other
even though we live in the same neighborhood and worship in the same
church.
As we pray, asking the Lord to send
forth his Spirit to renew the face of the
earth, let us also pray for the courage
to follow where the Spirit leads so that
the renewal we pray for may begin
with us. n

The Spiritans celebrate Pentecost Sunday 2016. The Libermann Award was presented to two members of the Spiritan Investment Advisory Board,
Gerry O’Connor and Michael Mugan. From left to right: Paul McAuley CSSp, Vinh Tran (Deacon), Joe Kelly CSSp, Gerry O’Connor, Louis Cassidy CSSp,
Francis Folleh CSSp, David Okenyi CSSp, Michael Mugan, Barney Kelly CSSp, Oliver Iwuchukwu CSSp, Anthony Adusei CSSp, Andrew Kemp (Deacon),
Pat Fitzpatrick CSSp.
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MERCY
AT THE CENTRE
Kathy Murtha
hen Pope Francis announced
his intention to usher in a
Jubilee Year of Mercy some
people of other religions were slightly
suspicious. They could not help but
think: “There they go again, the Christians, proclaiming their God as the God
of Mercy and ours the God of Wrath
and Vengeance.” But by its very nature,
Mercy is both bridge-builder and flowing water. It leads to transformative
encounters with other people. It led the
Pope to declare that our emphasis on
Mercy goes beyond the confines of the
church.
Francis asserts that Mercy is what
unites us, not divides us. He fully
acknowledges the rich Jewish revelation
of the inexhaustible unlimited Mercy
of God — the ever-flowing wellspring
from which Jesus drew. In Islam Mercy
is seen as one of the most glorious

M
er

W

names for God. The phrase “In the name
of God, the Most Compassionate, the
Most Merciful” is constantly invoked by
Muslims everywhere as they too long to
situate themselves within the flowing
fountain of God’s Mercy.
It is Pope Francis’ hope that “the
Jubilee Year celebrating the Mercy of
God will foster an encounter with these
religions and with other noble religious
traditions: may it open us to even more
fervent dialogue so that we might know
and understand one another better.”
Mercy does indeed provide us with a
welcoming table to encounter the religious “other.” Last March almost one
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hundred people attended Scarboro Missions’ first session in a three-part series
exploring Mercy in Judaism, Islam and
Christianity. The exchange that followed
Murray Watson’s brilliant presentation
of the Christian Perspectives on Mercy
was rich and promising. A Muslim
woman attested to the beloved centrality
of Mercy in her religious tradition. Not
only does the Quran’s opening verse
begin with the sacred words “In the
name of God, the Most Compassionate
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and the Most Merciful”, but virtually
every chapter starts with the same
invocation. She alerted us to the fact
the Arabic and Hebrew word for Mercy
is rooted in the word “womb.” What
a fascinating avenue for common
exploration that opens up.
I was privileged to sit beside a
Zoroastrian, Jehan Bagli, who was
bursting to inform us that 600 years
before Christianity, a Zoroastrian ruler
named Cyrus the Great mercifully freed
the Jewish people from captivity in
Babylon and sent them back home to
Jerusalem with money to rebuild their
Temple. Among the 101 Names for God,
“Mercy” holds a prominent place in his
religious tradition — a tradition which
predates Judaism by approximately
1,000 years.

Mercy in women’s theology
As I delved into Pope Francis’ writing
on the centrality of Mercy, I was also
struck with the idea that this Reclaiming of Mercy might provide a fuller inclusion of Christian women’s experience
and theology. In his conversation with

the journalist Andrea Tornielli, the Pope
vividly recalls a touching encounter
with a small elderly woman dressed in
black. With great humility and profundity the woman informed Francis that
without the mercy of God the world
would not exist. Stunned by the wisdom of this simple woman, Francis
exclaimed, “You must have studied
at the Gregorian University!”
While this woman may never have
crossed the threshold of any formal
theological institution, her intuitive
wisdom is strikingly in keeping with a
long legacy of women’s theology that
has consistently placed love and mercy
at the forefront.

Hildegard of Bingen and
Julian of Norwich
Way back in the 12th century, Hildegard
of Bingen, now recognized as one of the
four woman doctors of the Church, saw
a magnificent vision of the earth held
up on pillars of love. Near the end of
her long life she still vividly recalled
the profound impact of this revelation
which “made all her inner parts tremble” and brought on one of her rare
ecstasies.
The central message of the great 14th
Century Mystic, Julian of Norwich, like

and flow
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many mediaeval women mystics, was
that God is Love and that God’s love
will triumph. In one of her famous visions, God places a small hazelnut into
the palm of her hand. Julian reflects:
“I was amazed that it could last, for I
thought it was so little that it could
suddenly fall into nothing. And I was
answered in my understanding: “It lasts
and always will because God loves it,
and everything has being through the
love of God.”
In her often-repeated refrain: “All
shall be well, All shall be well, And
all manner of thing shall be well,”
St Julian was ‘mercifying’ her people
of Norwich, reeling from the devastating effects of the Black Death that had
carried off most of the children. The
people were suffering from the belief
that a Vengeful God was unleashing his
harsh judgement upon them for their
sins. But, having experienced the inexhaustible love of a Merciful God, Julian
protested that our God would do nothing of the sort.
She ventured into the darkest, most
wretched corners of the world and into
the sufferings of Jesus to find light. She
returned with astounding Good News:
“First there is a fall and then there is
the recovery from the fall. Both are the
mercy of God.”
In other words, in some mysterious
way, sin and suffering are part of the
pattern of love, not a punishment inflicted by an angry God. According to
Julian, “God sees our wounds not as

le.
op
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scars, but as honours … For he holds
sin as sorrow and pain to his lovers.
He does not blame us. What’s more, our
‘courteous and homely’ God is eagerly
waiting to use our sins to transform us.
“Sin shall not be a shame to humans
but a glory,” she wrote.
Woman’s theological legacy affirming the primacy of Love continues
down through the centuries and finds
expression in such modern women
theologians as Sr. Illia Delio who reiterates and expands upon the notion that
“Love is the physical structure of the
universe.” “If it is love that moves the
sun and the other stars, as Dante once
wrote, then love must move us as
well if we are to be at home with one
another in this cosmos.”
The Medieval Women Mystics’
proclamation of the centrality of love
burst on to the scene at a time when
the Church was beginning to stray. The
13th century witnessed the expansion
of the tragic divide between clergy and
laity that remains with us till today. The
newly centralized Roman Church was
becoming increasingly clericalized. This
is aptly described in Pope Francis’ introduction to “God’s Name is Mercy” as
the drive to build “borders regulating
the lives of people through imposed
prerequisites and prohibitions that make
our already difficult daily life even
harder.” Most importantly, this was the
10 | Spring 2016 | Spiritan
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time of the rise of Universities. Aristotle
had just been rediscovered and countless eager students were flocking to
the new establishments of learning
enthralled by the power of logic and
reason.

Women began to carve
their own way
Unfortunately, one had to be a male
cleric to participate in this exciting
learning revival. It seemed that wherever religious women turned to give
expression to their faith the doors were
closed. Women were not even allowed
to initiate new religious communities.
Hence they took it upon themselves to
carve their own way.
The path they embarked upon was
that of Love. Steeped in a profound
direct experience of God’s love they
found creative and original means to
attest to the absolute primacy of Love.
In contrast, many of the men of their
time clung to the path of Reason. They
asserted that it is in our reasoning
capacities that we most resemble God.
And since women were not known for
their reasoning capabilities, they were
consequently assigned a lower position
on the ladder to God-likeness.
They begged to differ. While men
argued about faith and reason, women
expounded on love and intimacy. The
women mystics argued that reason
indeed had an important place in the
spiritual journey, but only as a humble
servant of love. They claimed that the
path of love provided us with a more

direct, intimate and accessible way to
God open to all.
Eventually women’s voices were
silenced and their ink stopped flowing
onto the page. Many were persecuted
for their teachings and writings.
But women’s voices, or more importantly their actions proclaiming the primacy of love, were heard again through
the Women Founders of active religious
orders after the Council of Trent. While
the Council could not see any particular
role at all for women, these women,
inspired by St. Theresa of Avila’s call to
put love into action, saw plenty of ways
to enflesh and extend God’s Mercy in
the world. They suffered greatly in their
attempt to follow Jesus by “mercifying”
the world. They were constantly
blocked, frustrated and persecuted by
the Church’s persistent restriction that
women’s place was either under a
bishop in strict enclosure or under a
husband in a home. Nevertheless, they
persevered and the world is a much
more loving place because of them.
We owe a great deal of our social
structures to them.
Women already have a very rich
theological legacy. We just need to
reclaim it, to bring it back into the fold
and allow it to develop in response to
our present age. It fits perfectly with
Pope Francis’ crucial proclamation that
the name of God is Mercy. n

Love • Life • Friends
Pope Francis

Love, Life, Friends — three words important for life.

They share a common root: the desire to live.
First of all, love is found in actions more than in words —
God began to talk about love when he was involved with His
people … when He made a covenant with his people. He saved
his people. He made gestures of love, acts of love.
The second axis on which love turns is that love always
communicates itself, love listens and responds, love is found
in dialogue and communion. Love is neither deaf
nor mute. Love is very respectful to others,
it does not use them, and therefore
love is chaste.
Love considers the life of the
other person to be sacred:
“I respect you, I do not
want to use you.”

Forgive me if I say something you did not expect, but I ask
you to make the effort to love chastely. And a consequence
derives from this: love sacrifices itself for others. Love is
service. When Jesus, after the washing of the feet, explains
this gesture to the apostles, He teaches them that we are
made to serve one another.
— Audience with young people,
Turin, June 22, 2015
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Caring for Our
Common Home
“LAUDATO SI’, MI’ SIGNORE” — “Praise be to you, my Lord”
Pope Francis

In the words of his beautiful
canticle, St. Francis of Assisi
reminds us that our common home
is like a sister with whom we share
our life and a beautiful mother who
opens her arms to embrace us:
“Praise be to you, my Lord, through our
Sister, Mother Earth, who sustains and
governs us, and who produces various fruit with
coloured flowers and herbs.”
This sister now cries out to us because of the harm we have
inflicted on her by our irresponsible use and abuse of the goods
with which God has endowed her.
We have come to see ourselves as her lords and masters, entitled
to plunder her at will.
We have forgotten that our very bodies
are made up of her elements.
We breathe her air and we receive life
and refreshments from her waters.
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I believe that St. Francis of Assisi, whose name I took as my
guide and inspiration when I was elected Bishop of Rome, is
the example par excellence of care for the
vulnerable and of an integral ecology lived
out joyfully and authentically. He was
particularly concerned for God’s creation
and for the poor and outcast.
He loved, and was deeply loved for his joy,
his generous self-giving, his open-heartedness. He lived
in simplicity and in wonderful harmony with God,
with others, with nature and with himself.
Just as it happens when we fall in love with someone,
whenever St. Francis would gaze at the sun, the moon or
the smallest of animals, he burst into song, drawing all
other creatures into his praise.
He commuted with all creatures, even preaching to the flowers.
He would call creatures, no matter how small, by the name of
brother or sister.
St. Francis, faithful to Scripture, invites us to see nature as a magnificent book in which
God speaks to us and grants us a glimpse of his infinite beauty and goodness. He asked
that part of the friary garden always be left untouched, so that wild flowers and herbs
could grow there, and those who saw them could raise their minds to God, the creator
of such beauty.
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We see increasing sensitivity to the environment and
the need to protect nature, along with a growing
concern, both genuine and distressing, for what is
happening to our planet …
People take sick, for example, from breathing high levels
of smoke from fuels used in cooking or heating …
Each year, hundreds of millions of tons of waste are generated.
The earth, our home, is beginning to look like an immense pile
of filth. Once beautiful landscapes are now covered with rubbish. These problems
are closely linked to a throwaway society.
Human beings are creatures of this world, enjoying a right to life and happiness,
and endowed with unique dignity. We were not meant to be inundated by cement,
asphalt, glass and metal, and deprived of physical contact with nature …
Real relationships with others, with all the challenges they entail, now tend to be
replaced by a type of internet communication which enables us to choose or
eliminate relationships at whim.
In some countries there are positive examples of environmental improvement:
rivers have been cleaned up, native woodlands have been restored, landscapes have
been beautified, beautiful buildings have been
erected. These achievements do not solve
global problems, but they do show that men
and women are still capable of intervening
positively, for all our limitations,
gestures of generosity, solidarity and
care cannot but well up within us,
since we were made for love.
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A Prayer for Our Earth
All-powerful God, you are present in the whole
universe and in the smallest of your creatures.
You embrace with your tenderness all that exists.
Pour out upon us the power of your love, that we may protect life and beauty.
Fill us with peace, that we may live as brothers and sisters, harming no one.
O God of the poor, help us to rescue the abandoned and forgotten of the
earth, so precious in your eyes.
Bring healing to our lives, that we may protect the world and not prey on it,
that we may sow beauty, not pollution and destruction.
Touch the hearts of those who look only for gain at the expense of the poor
and the earth.
Teach us to discover the worth of each thing, to be filled with awe and
contemplation, to recognize that we are profoundly united with every
creature as we journey toward your infinite light.
We thank you for being with us each day.
Encourage us, we pray, in our struggle for
justice, love and peace. Amen.
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Talking Religion Today
“What is not in the language cannot be in the mind”
Joan Chittister, Diarmuid O’Murchu

Does religion have a language of its own suited to and valid for every age? Does
much religious language go over people’s heads either because it comes from a
bygone time or is transmitted in a language all its own? Language is a means of
communication: I speak or write. You hear or read. But do we communicate?
At a recent two-day gathering in Oakville, Ontario, American Benedictine Sister
Joan Chittister and Irish-born Diarmuid O’Murchu (translated into English —
Dermot Murphy) treated their audience to a conversation and some fresh
thinking about God and religion today.

God
The old catechism description was:
“God is the Creator and Sovereign Lord
of heaven and earth and of all things.”
A 15-word answer that the audience
had stored up in their memories from
grade school. How about the answer
Moses got from God way back in the
Sinai desert: “I am who I am” — “Tell
them ‘I am’ has sent you.” In English
easy to learn by heart — but does the
answer leave us any the wiser?
God was soon called God the Father,
but there was a feminine side to this
God: “I have heard the cry of my people
… I am sending you to ‘deliver’ them.”
Is God a midwife? If we are made in
the image and likeness of God our
purpose in life is to give life. We can
expect that one of the main questions
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on the final exam will be “Were you
a life-giver?”
“God is everywhere” — so where
might we search for God today? Up
there, out there, down here, in here
(pointing to ourselves).
“God knows” — way beyond our
knowledge, where we came from, where
we are, where we’re going.
We grow in the image and likeness
of the God we choose to believe in —
so what is my current “picture” of God?

times critically. We may hand it on, we
may reject or modify it — ours may be
a critical acceptance. It’s not necessarily
an unquestioned acceptance. Our faith
evolves as it goes through various
stages of belief. We, in turn, may hand
on what we have received or we may
hand a modified version of that reception. Our faith evolves as we hold on to
it, let some of it go, discover this or that
other aspect of it.
The Holy Spirit may be seen as both
an anchor from the past and a lure from
the future. The presence and power of
that Spirit recharges our energy. Religions and religious beliefs both remain
as is and evolve. This double tendency
causes no little debate in families,
schools and parishes and no little
turmoil within one’s own approach
to religion. What we believe becomes
what we hand on to the next generation. What we feel about God, church,
religion win out.

Growth
Life here and now, life to come
The threefold emphasis on past, present,
and/or future weaves in and out of
many lives. We are people of a tradition. We grow up through a handeddown tradition, we accept what we have
received — sometimes willingly, some-

We are a work in progress. Our hope is
that like Jesus we will grow in wisdom,
age and grace — maybe unlike him we
will do it one step at a time. Mistakes
help us to do better next time round.
God stands by us as we grow. We’re
not finished yet — God isn’t finished

Creation Window at Cathedral of the Holy Family, Saskatoon
by Sarah Hall, RCA

with us either. Am I the person I was
back then or have I evolved?
Failure is a necessary aspect of life.
Through it God encourages us with his
“Try again” alluring presence. We become what God sees in us sometimes
gradually, sometimes early on in life.

Our spirituality
What we concentrate on, how we pray,
eat, sleep, work, spend our leisure time —
life’s diversity is gradually replacing religion’s uniformity. Spirituality is wider
than religion — our sense of the sacred
leads us to repeat what Jacob said after
his open-air dream about the ladder that
linked heaven and earth: “God was in
this (rocky) place and I never knew it.”
The dualism of Sacred v Secular will
diminish considerably as we begin to
understand the catechism answer to
the question, Where is God? A. God is
everywhere. Let us totally eliminate
the second part of that answer as we
learned it in school: “… even our most
secret thoughts and actions are naked
and open to his eyes.” How to spoil a
perfectly positive three-word answer!
We are in between two worldviews
with two opposite approaches:
a) We live in a vale of tears — we
escape to salvation in the next
life, in a world beyond this one.

b) We engage the world we’re actually in; we embrace all God’s
creation. How do we do this and
encounter God in it?

Alienation occurs when we fail to
relate to what is going on — when we’re
not “at home” on earth and in the cosmos.

Spirituality and homecoming
From that … to what?
Let us begin where God begins — with
Creation. Let us begin with the vast
cosmic horizon: the Sun and all those

When we remain close to nature we get
it right. So our Creator’s invitation is
“Come Home to the Cosmos and Planet
Earth.” Our true story of 7,000,000

Let us begin where God begins — with Creation. Let us
begin with the vast cosmic horizon: the Sun and all those
stars — our great source of energy. But let us be grounded
with both feet on the Earth.
stars — our great source of energy.
But let us be grounded with both feet
on the Earth.
God is Trinity: so relationships are
all-important. As humans we belong to
a Web of Belonging, a Web of Relationships, an Inter-weaving Web of Life.
We also belong to and are at home
on a Living Earth. The Spirit energizes
the energy of all creation. Patterns and
Imprints unfold. So inter-dependence /
inter-relating and co-operating are the
fundamental imprints we will leave
behind us.

years is too often a story of separation
from the “web” of life: the creativity
of ritual making; the empowerment of
the feminine; spirit needing body and
working through bodies — hence the
Incarnation: God loves bodies.
How unfinished is our understanding
of God for whom relationships matter —
think of the Trinity. Hence Jesus and the
kingdom of God are about companionship and empowering one another. And
because relationships matter — where
do the poor and the outcasts and the
uprooted fit into today’s dialogue? n
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A Missionary Turning Point
Quebec parishes seek to become missionary centres
in a changing era
Philippe Vaillancourt
Catholic News Service

C

atholic parishes in Quebec
province have undergone
transformation in recent years
as most of them were merged
into new entities. But perhaps the
biggest challenge lies ahead as the
Catholic Church promotes what it calls
a “missionary turning point.”
The so-called turning point is detailed in a 30-page document published
by the Assembly of Quebec Catholic

“The idea of the parish isn’t called into question,
but its structure has already changed.
It must change. And it will change again.”
Bishops in January in which it is presented as the ultimate finality of the
ongoing parish reorganizations.
For the assembly, the challenge far
exceeds the closure and merging of
parishes and selling of churches that
have been occurring for many years.
It is seen more as a spiritual challenge
that demands church structures to be
themselves converted.
“Yet, it must not be a top-down
process. The decisions must come from
the grass-roots communities themselves.
That’s the whole idea of the process,”
said Jasmine Johnson, director of communications for the diocese of TroisRivieres, where the process already is
underway.
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A missionary turnaround
Further along the St. Laurence River,
the diocese of St. Anne de la Pocatiere
also is on track for such a missionary
turnaround. The diocese had 200 priests
in 1976; however, it has ordained just
8 priests in the last 40 years. Father
Simon-Pierre Pelletier, the diocese’s
vicar-general, said it would be irresponsible to let the 26 remaining priests
maintain the status quo.
“What’s at stake right now is the
inevitable death of an age-old model
of the church. Nobody loves to see
something agonize and die,” Father
Pelletier said.
He expressed confidence that the diocese will eventually succeed in its parish
reorganization plan. In a few years he
expects that a diocesan missionary team
will likely go to local parish communities supported by lay people.
Taking a step aside to contemplate
the ongoing process in the aforementioned dioceses, Father Pelletier remains
confident yet cautious about the missionary turnaround because some communities may not be able to go through
the entire process.
“The missionary turnaround will
most likely be a partial success,” he
said. “Some local faith communities will
probably vanish. The remaining Christians will gather together differently.
The idea of the parish isn’t called into
question, but its structure has already
changed. It must change. And it will
change again.” n
Copyright © 2016 Catholic News Service. Reprinted
with permission from CNS. www.catholicnews.com

Spiritan Spirit Alive and Well
at Francis Libermann Catholic High School
Painting © Francis Libermann Catholic High School, 2016

Angela Galka, Culture of Faith and Life Ministry

“Holy Family: Our Model of Charity” Community Painting

T

he Culture of Faith and Life Ministry in the very
vibrant and faith-filled community of Francis
Libermann Catholic High School, Toronto
(founded by Spiritan Fr. John Geary in 1977) invited
nine Spiritan priests to concelebrate Mass with His
Eminence, Thomas Cardinal Collins.
The ministry, made up of students and staff, with
the support of the parent council, seeks to provide
opportunities for the school family to realize the
sacredness and dignity of human life from conception
to natural death.
The Mass with the Cardinal was only one of the
many ways in which the school community, under the
leadership of the Culture of Faith and Life Ministry,
and principal, Ms. Lisa McGuckin, brought the
Toronto Catholic District School Board’s initiative,
Family of Faith — Year of the Family, to life. The first
of these included a Living Rosary assisted by students
with special needs, their families and support staff.

This was followed by a film submission to the firstever Toronto Catholic Film Festival, entitled Family:
‘No Greater Love’. It achieved a third-place finish. A
segment of the film included a time-lapsed community
painting of the “Holy Family: Our Model of Charity”,
created by over one hundred participants. This painting is soon to be installed in the school’s foyer.
The crowning glory of Libermann’s Year of the
Family was the Eucharistic Celebration that included
the blessing of the school family, the retirees and the
community painting of the Holy Family, by Cardinal
Collins. The Cardinal and the Spiritan Fathers then
attended a luncheon in their honour.
The students, their families and the staff of Francis
Libermann Catholic High School would like to thank
the Spiritans for being integral members of their
school family and they look forward to collaborating
with them in the coming school year’s Family of
Faith: Year of the Parish Family. n
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VICS in Ethiopia

Nurse, Midwife, Clinic Supervisor
Says Goodbye
Joyce de Gooijer
Director, VICS

Top: Village of Haro Wato
Left: Maureen Mears (second from left)
with priest and sisters in Haro Wato

I

f a picture is worth a
thousand words, travelling
must be worth millions,
and to actually live there —
beyond description. Names
like Arramo, Bushullo,
Dadim, Awassa and Addis have been
part of our VICS language since 1974
when Joe Carriero, the first VICS volunteer to Ethiopia, arrived in Alitena.
Thirty-five years and over 50 volunteers
later, the last volunteer in Ethiopia,
Maureen Mears, has returned to Canada.
Maureen was first posted to Ethiopia
in 1983. She served there as a nurse
until 1986. Drawn back to Ethiopia in
2006, Maureen has spent the past 10
years using her nursing and midwifery
skills in various locations and settings.
In Wolisso, her abilities as a clinical
supervisor and classroom instructor
helped students at St. Luke’s College
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of Nursing graduate from a 3-year
diploma nursing program. From
Wolisso, Maureen moved to Mandura,
providing management and medical
skills that supported a local, very
remote clinic. Her final and last move
to Haro Wato is where my experience
in Ethiopia starts and hers ends.

Most remote VICS locations
Only when we started for Haro Wato
did I realize the effort it took for
Maureen to meet me in Addis. Her
knowledge of the language, country
and travel helped make the 29 hours,
three bus rides, an overnight stay in

Awasa, and bumping through
Dilla and Sollamo a smoother
process than some roads!
We arrived in Haro Wato,
certainly the most remote
location for any volunteer
currently serving with VICS.
Through our 4-day stay there was no
power, and neither the clinic nor the sister’s residence had water or solar backup. Maureen and I, having “tea cup”
showers, were able to conserve the little
water remaining. The back-up generator
wasn’t working and the day before we
left, the ambulance battery died. Not
surprisingly, internet and phone connections were quite limited — explaining
why messages from Maureen were rare.
Haro Wato is a busy, active clinic.
A new addition, the third major wing,
includes a large waiting room. Maureen
was mentoring nurses, ensuring that

protocol was followed and patient
assessment done correctly. I watched
her console a woman in labour, reach
out to the family of a dying baby and
celebrate successes with clinic staff.
We saw a bit of the area, attended
Mass on the compound, took a walk to
a neighbouring community, and then
to an amazing waterfall. The area is
beautiful. Even in the dry season, it’s
lush and green.
From Haro Wato we took an 18-hour
trip back to Addis, stayed a day, then
were on our way to Mandura, Maureen’s
previous posting. Mandura is even more
remote than Haro Wato. A good portion
of the road was under construction, so
dust was certainly a common enemy!

Being remote didn’t stop
development
Top: Maureen in the
new waiting room at
the Haro Wato clinic

I was thrilled to meet Sr. Veronica — an
energetic, lively, laughter-filled woman
who efficiently and effectively ran the
clinic. That was no surprise, considering
that she was one of Maureen’s former
students at Wolisso. Being remote didn’t
stop development. A new housing project was under construction. Staff were
thrilled with the new space especially
since they would “be able to see the
sunset!”
As VICS is an organization of mercy,
Maureen exemplified living a life of
mercy. She is an example of so many
volunteers who, over the past 45 years,
have dedicated their time and lives in
developing countries. Though overcoming struggles and challenges are always
part of the experience, so too are the
joys and memories that come from
living with those we serve. To Maureen
and all volunteers who have so humbly
served with VICS — thank you. n

Left: Maureen in
the classroom at
St. Luke’s College
of Nursing

Top: Mandura clinic
Left: The new wing at
the Haro Wato clinic
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Food for Thought
A prolonged whistle split the air. The wheels began to grind. We were on our way.
The doors were nailed up; the way back was finally cut off. The world was a cattle
wagon hermetically sealed.
“Men to the left! Women to the right!” Eight words spoken quietly, indifferently,
without emotion. Eight short simple words. Yet that was the moment when I
parted from my mother.
“Do you see that chimney over there? See it? Do you see those flames?
Over there — that’s where you’re going to be taken. That’s your grave.
Over there.”
I did not deny God’s existence, but I doubted his absolute justice.
I was a body. Perhaps less than that even: a starved stomach.
Where is He? Here He is — He is hanging
there on this gallows.
Elie Wiesel
Holocaust Survivor

If we look at the gospels,
Jesus doesn’t ask the disciples
to be theologically literate,
or to understand and accept everything.
He asks them to copy him.
David Wells

Many women share pastoral responsibilities with priests;
guide people, families and groups; offer new contributions
to theological reflection. But we need to create still broader
opportunities for a more incisive female presence in the
Church.
A woman, Mary, is more important than the bishops —
what does this entail with regard to the possible role of
women in decision-making in different areas of the
church’s life?
Pope Francis
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Beauty
scatters
the seeds
of hope
in us.
Joan Chittister

Home and Away

Lay Spiritan Associates
“We go to people — not primarily to accomplish a task,
but rather to be with them, live with them, walk beside them,
listen to them and share our faith with them. At the heart of
our relationship are trust, respect and love.” Spiritan Rule of Life
This year Brother Marc Tyrant (front right in photo), 3rd
Assistant in the Spiritan Generalate in Rome, joined us at
our Annual General Meeting. He invited us to see ourselves
described in the draft version of the guide currently being
prepared for Lay Spiritan Associates worldwide.
Our Spiritan vocation encourages us to respond to the Holy
Spirit speaking to us in the concrete situations of our lives.
The Spirit invites us to be united one heart and one soul and
to share our lives, our mission and our spirituality as lay
people with others.
The Spirit encourages us to respond to the challenges of
the present day, by reaching out towards the world of youth,
migrants, the marginalized, the excluded and those separated
from the church. Our outreach can find expression in the
normal circumstances of our lives or may be attached to a
particular Spiritan project.
Our spirituality is fundamentally missionary. The Holy
Spirit leads us in prayer and moves us forward. Mary is our
model of openness to all the inspirations of the Holy Spirit.
It is understood that our family remains our first community
and takes priority in our discernment and choices.

We are given a specific mission within the overall mission
of our Spiritan Province or we join local Spiritans and work
alongside them. Our current work becomes our vocation.
Marc Tyrant, for example, has worked for 14 years in Pakistan
as both a doctor and a Spiritan Brother.

Canadian Church Press Awards
Spiritan recently won four Canadian Church Press Awards of Merit:

Second place

Second place

Third place

Third place

Feature Layout and Design
“Beware The Holy Spirit”
(Spring 2015)

Editorial
“Rich in Mercy”
by Pat Fitzpatrick CSSp
(Fall 2015)

Front Cover
“Remembering
Fr. Michael Doyle”
(Summer 2015)

Edition Layout
and Design
Spring 2015 issue
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I will be mercy in the world
… as I give food to the hungry
… as I give drink to those who are thirsty
… as I welcome strangers
… as I clothe those who are naked
… as I care for those who are ill
… as I visit those who are shut in
… as I show patience to my spouse
… as I listen to my children
… as I release any grudges I hold
… as I forgive those who have hurt me
… as I wait at the checkout counter in the grocery store
… as I work with my colleagues
… as I drive my car in traffic
… as I offer my seat on the bus / train / streetcar
… as I prepare family meals
… as I answer those who call on the phone at dinnertime
… as I continue my lifelong journey
O God, continue to pry open the doors of our hearts so that
we may walk in mercy and show mercy to the world. Amen

